“The ability to have a streamlined
solution like FORZA, one that manages
consolidated billing, is a huge time saving
asset to maximize our workﬂow.”
- Patrick Adesso, CIO of Dex/Emerge

SERVICE
CONTRACTS

MWA FORZA, built on SAP Business One®, provides
support for service, sales, and contract management,
allowing you to proactively manage your customer
interaction for maximum business gain.
Provides easy access to customer
information in one place
Access service call history, service
contracts, and meter history
Create service calls & supply orders
Manage meter group logic for
consolidated billing
Manage multiple bill dates and
billing frequencies per machine,
meter code, or meter
Flexible meter groups per contract
for consolidated meter billing

Service Contracts are the heartbeat of FORZA, providing an
easy, robust, and ﬂexible platform never before seen in the
imaging industry. Whether you want to deﬁne diﬀerent
billing cycles by machine, by meter, by base and overage, or
any combination of these types, it’s as easy as a click of a
mouse! Eliminating the confusion around pooled/
grouped billing has never been easier with an
industry designed interface that puts all of the
information on a single screen.
Managing what is covered in a contract with a
customer has always been a laborious and
confusing process - not anymore! With
FORZA, you don’t have to sell every
service contract the same way to make
it easy to manage. FORZA allows you
to sell your contracts the way you
need to remain competitive
and serve your customer’s
needs.

Contact us today for a demo!
MWA Intelligence, Inc

15990 N Greenway Hayden Loop
Suite C400
Scottsdale, AZ 85260

1.800.875.2371
mwaintel.com
sales@mwaintel.com

fb.com/mwaintel @mwaintel @mwaintel

SERVICE
CONRACTS
Individually driving the information
into the service contract is the equipment card. The equipment card contains
all the information related to that speciﬁc
piece of equipment. Not only does it
contain all of its current information but
also its history; whether that is multiple
past service contracts, meters, parts usage
or billing information, you have a complete
look at that device since you received the
ﬁrst time.
For the ﬁrst time, a dealership can now view a proﬁtably report down to
the click based on the service contract, the equipment serial number, or
the customer over any period of time. Reports can be run in a detail or
summary view and also contain the original sale for overall proﬁtability.
Reports will also be linked
directly to all of the invoices that
generated revenue and all of
the expenses that have been
consumed servicing each
piece of equipment.
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www.mwaintel.com

